
 

 

  TOUT PRES BY FARR  

  GEELONG, VICTORIA 2016 

 

“The wines we make are not mainstream—they are expressions of our 

vineyard and our land and what we like to drink. That is what we 

promise to deliver.” – Nick Farr   

 

 

The Farr estate is located in the Moorabool Valley of Bannockburn, an area 

between Geelong and Ballarat, 100km southwest of Melbourne. The 

vineyards are based on ancient river deposits within the Moorabool Valley. 

There are six different soils spread across the Farr property, with the two 

main types being rich, friable red and black volcanic loam, and limestone, 

which dominates the loam in some areas. The soil’s good drainage and low 

fertility are crucial in ensuring small yields of intensely flavored fruit. 

There have been two winemakers at By Farr. Firstly, founder Gary Farr, 

whose approach is shaped by experience of ongoing vintages at Domain 

Dujac in Burgundy, Cristom in Oregon and Calera in California. The second is 

Gary’s son Nick, who readily acknowledges the influence of his father in his 

winemaking and viticultural practices. 

“With every year that passes, the Tout Pres vineyard’s subtleness and 

delicate fruit structure are becoming increasingly pronounced in the wine. 

The bouquet fills the glass with spicy fruit, mineral elements and a hint of 

integrated French oak, with the darkness and essence of the Moorabool 

Valley true expressions of site. This wine exhibits primary and secondary 

flavours, which strengthen the overall integration for a seamless finish. It is 

a tightly packed combination of plums and undergrowth with an edgy 

acidity—and one of our favourite drops.” - By Farr Team 

REGION 

Geelong, Victoria 

VINEYARD(S)  

Winery block – close planted / high 

density 

SOIL  

Largest slope – black volcanic over 

limestone 

2nd slope – quartz gravel mixed with 

red ironstone 

3rd slope – grey sandy loam 

VINE AGE  

18 years  

FARMING 

Sustainable, organic practices 

FERMENTATION 

Fruit is handpicked and sorted in 

vineyard. 100% whole cluster cold-

soak for four days. Natural 

fermentation over 19 days. Pigeage        

2-3 times a day. 

 

ELEVAGE 

18 months in 100% new Allier 

barrels  

ALC 

13.5%  

 


